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dying light 2 was released on august 25th this year. as techland continues to work on the highly-
anticipated sequel, it has announced that it has released two major free updates, one of them being
the january update. the january update brings with it new gameplay content, which is as good as it
gets for dying light 2. it also includes lots of new weapons, new characters and a new type of pvp
mode. the december version is mainly focused on multiplayer fixes, although there is some new
content. this update added a new pvp mode, an entirely new weapon, a new character skin and a
new challenge map. in addition to that, there are also more than 30 fixes and improvements for the
single-player experience. finally, a new tutorial is also part of this update. it is available for free if
you already own dying light or you can buy it for $15 (about rs 990). the november patch was
released last month and is a rather large update. it has a lot of content that you can use to improve
the game. you can use the new achievements to unlock new weapons and the new weapon skins as
well. the november patch also includes the new specialisation system, which is a new character
advancement system that will allow players to specialise in any weapon. the december update is the
first of a second series of patches for dying light and is free if you already own the game. you can
watch the trailer above. the new content in this update includes new weapons, characters,
challenges, the new specialisation system, new weapons and more. the new content is only available
for dying light 2 for now and players can buy the game for $15 (about rs 990).
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